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Sa'ryl Emolia Misalngt
Sa'ryl Emolia Misalngt

Species: Lorath/New Tur'listan
Gender: Female

Age: 110
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio

Height: 5'5“ (165.1cm)
Weight: 117lbs (53kg)
Bra Size: 26C

Organization: United Manufacturing Cooperative
Occupation: Head Researcher

Sa'ryl Emolia Misalngt in Roleplay

Sa'ryl Emolia Misalngt is a player character played by Frown-chan and is currently involved in the plot.

Physical Characteristics

Build and Skin Colour: Small and frail with a very unimposing mien.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Caucasian-like, slightly wrinkled from age. Violet eyes.

Hair Colour and Style: Neck-length, grey, bobcut.

Distinguishing Features: Small wings for a Lorath.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Sa'ryl is a very collected, intelligent and logical individual. She thinks through every
situation with rationale and never acts without thinking of the consequences. She is affable to those she
finds close, but generally cold and distant to others. She is always so absorbed in her work that she tends
to have her head in the clouds, and sometimes fails to pay attention when addressed. Despite some of
her shortcomings, she is an excellent scientist and designer and has been hailed as one of the most
prestigious professors of quantum physics and quantum mechanics in the UMC.

Likes: Science, Machines, Debate. Dislikes: Logical Fallacies, Those who get in the way of her research.
Goals: To create the greatest mobile armor ever envisioned.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Mi'kln'tik Horunam Misalngt, Father, Deceased
Ha'byl Aromji Misalngt, Mother, Deceased
Juk'le Baston Misalngt, Brother
Sam'hua'jg Urnium Misalngt, Uncle, Deceased
Mor'trya Mirdel Misalngt, Aunt

Pre-RP

Born into a very scientifically inclined family. Both of Sa'ryl's parents were in scientific professions. Her
mother, Ha'byl Aromji Misalngt, was a professor at a Lorath university for engineers. Her father, Mi'kln'tik
Horunam Misalngt, was a researcher working for a big pharmaceutical corporation. When she grew older
her parents enrolled her in many different scientific schools, trying to get her to follow their footsteps.
She was immediately receptive and very quickly she became a prodigy. Because of her talent she was
chosen by the Lorath government to embark on the secret Aurora project. Upon her return five years
later, she decided to split from the Lorath scientific institutes to work for the better good of the UOC. In
order to do so she joined the United Manufacturing Corporation.

Skills

Communication

Sa'ryl is familiar with all forms of communication, including communication during FTL flight. She is
capable of deciphering and using almost any radio or communications device meant for humanoid
beings.

Chemistry

Sa'ryl is capable of creating, combining, and disassembling any substance she can get her hands on. She
is incredibly adept at the usage of chemistry in almost any form, and makes most chemistry professors
look like amateurs.

Technology Operation

Sa'ryl is capable of operating any computer system meant for humanoids, including those which she may
have to decipher first.
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Mathematics

Sa'ryl is incredibly knowledgeable in the field of mathematics and can triangulate an angle for a bouncing
laser in seconds in her head. Her mathematical skills have been called “prodigious” by multiple UMC
heads.

Medical and Science

Sa'ryl holds massive banks of knowledge concerning quantum physics, quantum mechanics, astrophysics
and other phenomena. This has aided her greatly in her scientific endeavors.

Engineering

Over the course of the Aurora project, Sa'ryl became incredibly learned in the field of engineering. She is
capable of designing and building military mecha, power armor, small starships, and scientific
installations.

Maintenance and Repair

Sa'ryl has been maintaining and repairing her own equipment and the equipment of her friends and/or
superiors throughout her entire life. She is very, very good at it.

Drawbacks

Despite her incredible knowledge of the universe and its workings, Sa'ryl has some very bad drawbacks.
She is sick - diagnosed with an incurable disease at a young age. However, due to her firm beliefs in the
cosmic workings of the universe, she refuses to soul transfer, as it would interfere with the natural order.
Physically, she is very weak and frail due to this disease. She is incapable of fighting to any extent, and
has little stamina. She requires two to three hours more sleep than unafflicted Lorath, and cannot run for
more than a minute.

Inventory

Clothing

Laboratory Outfit
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Weaponry and Tools

Scientific Gear

Personal Hygiene

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 stick of deodorant (for non-Nekovalkyrja)
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Other Items

Misc. Research Equipment

Finances

Sa'ryl Emolia Misalngt is currently a head researcher in the United Manufacturing Cooperative.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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